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ArcDev Mainliner X2 (April-2022)

Designed specifically for the old Yamaha M'Bass MB303, the MB303 clone is a monosynth with a rather limited feature set, although obviously designed to run on a simple two-op op-amp based circuit. It uses two oscillators which are frequency modulated against each other, using three envelope generators, two ADSR sequencer-ops, two sequencer LFO's and a
simple power input circuit. All of which can be controlled from a single on/off slider on the control panel. It's a monosynth based on the DIY concept of "build yourself a low-level 2nd-generation monosynth at a fraction of the cost!". You can give it a few on/offs, a few pots and a couple of button banks, and it will generate a few different sounds. The user guide
describes the synth very well. Although these notes are generally about all the features, they don't cover the full device. The sequencer allows you to arrange any number of running sequences together (in one layer, or in groups) and to select combinations (knobs) of notes and chords from your keyboard to form chords or patterns. The sequences are set for display
on the control panel, with their duration markers. The sequencer also has a'slicer' mode to display a 3-octave-per-voice view of the sequencer to help you 'place' notes in your playing. Each layer of the sequencer also has an optional arpeggiator function. If you need a monosynth with a more definied, commercial tone, check out our Ubersynth Lite or Pro. Among
other things, X2 generates quirky-sounding continuous, continuous plus, sustain plus, monophonic pitch-shifted and up/down pitched quantised tones. Shelf 3 is an All Lead-type monophonic custom-designed synth. The combination of 3 oscillators, 2 filters, 6 LFO's, 9 envelopes, a sequencer, a slicer, a modulator, etc. give you a lot of flexibility. Shelf 3 has a long,
very resonant sustain. Shelf 3 is great for leads in minimal or empty space. If you want a piano-type synth with more tonal variety and a flatter envelope, check out the MIDI-Ubersynth. After completing a tutorial, you will have a good idea of how to use a

ArcDev Mainliner X2 [2022]

Mainliner X2 is an easy-to-use, inexpensive synthesizer. More than just a sampler, it can make funny, spacey sounds. With its unique oscillators, modulation options, and LFOs, you'll find tons of expression. And the coolest feature is that it "locks" to arpeggio sequences. So it's easy to generate crazy, complex arpeggios. Mainliner X2 can be played just like an
arpeggiator, or it can be turned into a variety of weird, spacey sounds. All switches and controls are all conveniently located in the front panel. The MLX2 features two VCF/VCF+LFOs, two VCAs, two rotary potentiometers, a switchable 4-pole lowpass filter, and an LFO. A summing/comparator mixer, coupled with two clean LFOs, can be used as a multi-mode lfo
subtractor. (Example: +3 / f = +2/fa, +4 / f = +2/fb, +5/f = +3/fb, +6/f = +5/fb, making for a varying clean, saw-like osc.) There's also a highly customizable arpeggiator, with click-chorus and any arpeggio you can imagine. There's even an LFO arpeggiator mode that will turn your arpeggiator into an LFO for each arpeggio. There are also 7 different arpeggio
patterns available. So make up your own crazy arpeggios, and then modulate these arpeggios into any of the oscs, filters, LFOs and CV/Gate. Features: VCO/VCF, VCF/VCF+LFO, Phase Shifter/Phase Shifter+LFO, ADSR envelope generators, 2 oscillator groups, 2 LFOs, 2 VCAs, 4 pole / 6 pole filters, Envelope Generator, LFO, RMI, Arpeggiator, XLR
input, S/H, MS, MM, [3] different arpeggio patterns, Easy access to controls and switches (front panel), True portamento, sample rate at 44.1 kHz, 12 bit  controls, ar b7e8fdf5c8
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Based on a formidable (!) sequencer! Intuitive navigation with joystick - little buttons. Drag and drop on the score to add or rename sections or change a parameter name (this is an overlay for the score editor, and can also be used for keyboard playing). Saving and Load on a song. Segmentation - notes can be delineated into non-overlapping sections with the use of
a midi note (specifically a C0 midi Note) which can have its name defined as a section name. Comprehensive set of oscillator and filter parameters. Easy construction of any patch. Create snapshots of your music and store in an array of.ogg files. Separated LFO paths Stereo arpeggiator 4-pole Low-pass / 6-pole band-pass or 8-pole high-pass filter Modulation options
Ring modulation Syncable modulation from other modules. Generic Noise generator Damped Rate controller Korg-style arpeggiator Cyclic (Random) arpeggiator Segmented Arbitrary arpeggiator Chord generator MIDI Learn (small) MIDI Learn (large) MIDI Learn (lock) MIDI Learn (unlock) MIDI Learn (solo) MIDI Learn (auto) MIDI Learn (soft) MIDI Learn (hard) MIDI
Learn (legacy) MIDI Learn (soft bypass) MIDI Learn (hard bypass) MIDI Learn (lock) MIDI Learn (unlock) MIDI Learn (solo) MIDI Learn (auto) MIDI Learn (soft) MIDI Learn (hard) MIDI Learn (legacy) MIDI Learn (soft bypass) MIDI Learn (hard bypass) MIDI Learn (lock) MIDI Learn (unlock) MIDI Learn (solo) MIDI Learn (auto) MIDI Learn (soft) MIDI Learn (hard) MIDI Learn
(legacy) MIDI Learn (soft bypass) MIDI Learn (hard bypass) MIDI Learn (lock) MIDI Learn (unlock) MIDI Learn (solo) MID

What's New in the?

Defined by the combination of a great list of oscillators, and their awesome capabilities. The Mainliner X2 has a "creamy" voice to it, which allows it to be used effectively as a bass synth, although most people would likely think of it as a lead or midrange. A few times out of ten it will sing its a capella best, and you might think of it as a single lead synth that happens
to have some interesting oscillators thrown in. The preset "creamy" voice was created for the purpose of being a lead synth, and it's certainly capable of most of the more complicated kinds of lead sounds that people make. But the main oscillators, especially the MSBs, are quite capable of producing some of the bassier tones that the x2 is capable of. So if you want
some funk, or some bass, or even some lead, you can get all of that. The Mainliner x2 also features some pretty awesome unusual functions. If you want to go nuts, you can most definitely use the main oscillators to make music with an absolute gamut of tones to play with. But the thing that really sets the Mainliner apart from other synths is the fact that you can
get some pretty unique/funky sounds just by increasing/decreasing the amplitude of the lower oscillators. The filters are some of the most versatile filters that you will find in any synth, and the ring modulator is fast and responsive, and adds a whole new dimension to your sound. The LFO has all the options you would hope for from such a feature, and the envelope
generators are simply marvelous. They can be controlled by modulating the oscillators directly, or by using the nice velocity controls. They are also, just as they are, absolutely programmable, meaning you can create any complex setting to create any sort of waveform. The Mainliner X2 features all sorts of knobs and switches to control various parameters, such as
the oscillator waveforms, filters, ring modulator, LFO, filters, and more. Each of the oscillator sets have their own set of parameters, including controls for the waveforms (the MOSBs, the MSBs, the MSB-MSB and the LSBs, the RSCs, etc.), the detune of the MSBs, the mod depth, and the RSC mod waveform. All of the filter controls are also independent of each other,
allowing all of the filter
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System Requirements For ArcDev Mainliner X2:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista or higher Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 3 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible video card Hard Disk Space: 10 GB available space DirectX: 9.0c Recommended: OS: Windows 7 or higher Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD Phenom II X4 Memory: 4 GB RAM DirectX: 9.
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